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prem ratan dhan payo is built around the love story of a woman who is both against arranged
marriages and a nri who is indifferent to all the trappings of his life in the states [because he has
never set foot in india]. there are constant dance sequences to the the romantic numbers of the
song ['prem aur sanam', 'jalte diye' and 'aaj unse milna hai'] and supercharged car chases. the
cinematography is nothing to write home about, but the editing and direction are of exceptional

standard. sooraj proves once again that he is a first-rate storyteller and the makers could not have
picked a better scribe. sooraj continues to excel when it comes to handling families and it's a joy to
see how his efforts are reciprocated by the ensemble cast. apart from sooraj, there are noteworthy
performances from amitabh bachchan [in the friendly-flawed father role], smriti irani [in her filmi

debut], hrithik roshan [in an offbeat role], kirti kulhari, for a first time performance as the object of
the title hero's affection, saikat kapoor [as the indian foreign [nri] lover], abhay deol [in a cameo],

riteish deshmukh and kay kay menon. speaking of kay kay menon, he epitomises the indian
businessman to the nth degree and his antics will turn your stomach upside down. priyanka chopra
excels in a cameo and i have a feeling that she'll be in a few more of sooraj's films in the future. her
excellent performance in the song ['jalte diye'] proves she's good for more. megha mayank joins the

fray with a crisply etched performance and she rocks the romantic number ['prem aur sanam'] as
only she can. kriti sanon [playing the good-natured daughter-in-law] is the sole misfire in the film as

she screams with her voice. we won't let you go easy on her [as she is very talented].
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this movie is the return of
salman khan to a role in

which he is perfect and is the
favorite of the audience. he
has acted in three romantic
movies and has been dating
dia mirza and kareena in real
life. the roles of three leads

are very different than any of
the salman movies of the
past. here, the scenes are

set in a residential home as
prem is the only remaining
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member of the family. the
house is neglected and we

come to know that it
belonged to the late mayor
(zakir hussain), but was sold
to prem at a low price. the

sale deed is signed by
prem’s father (prem chopra)
and prem reluctantly signs it.
the people who have the job
of seeing to the upkeep of

this dilapidated structure call
themselves the tenants. the
brother of prem is called as
dilwal and the king is called
chulbul. we then come to
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know about the siblings in
the film which makes the

movie a very interesting one.
this film is the comeback
vehicle for the duo, and

when the rumour mills began
buzzing about the topic, the

film was fuelled with
unmatched expectation --
and ignited frenzies at pre-

release shows. when the film
actually released, there was

no way to dampen the
excitement as the film

opened to rave reviews.
everyone was screaming
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each other's praises -- on
screen and off. the verdict?
this may be one of the best
flicks of this year, if not the
best flick! the film tells the

story of a young orphan
kailash rai (amitabh

bachchan), who desperately
wants to avenge the death of

his parents. he sets out to
seek revenge from the

person who killed his parents
-- which happens to be ratan
dhan (salman khan), a police

officer. his journey is a
difficult one, but he will
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succeed only when his
parents want him to. in the
process, he travels across
the length and breadth of

the country. at each step of
his journey, he meets many
characters who have been
blessed with extraordinary
powers, and together, they
play a vital role in kailash's

journey. the film is also
extremely engrossing, with
the focus being laid on the
journey of a simpleton, a

youth, and a hero. and the
entire film is driven by the
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sheer energy of the pair, and
the chariot race that they
play together, turning the
film into a gala. the film

deals extensively with the
issues of corruption and

malpractice in the
government -- topics that

have been bared with bare
truth and helplessness in

india. the film deals with big
topics in a small package,

and leaves you with a feeling
of satisfaction. 5ec8ef588b
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